
October 21st 2021

Dear Councillors

Recently you probably received, as did we, an email entitled Sir David Attenborough’s
“Earthshot” documentary praising sister plant to North London Heat and Power
Project from the Communications Officer for North London Waste Authority (NLWA)
Rebecca Gilbert. Below

Ms Gilbert writes about a BBC film she (mistakenly) calls Earthshot, Repairing the Planet
about “inspiring projects from around the world which demonstrate the most positive
innovations to find solutions to the longstanding issue of poor air quality and herald a
different future for cities”.

She says the film is “by Sir David Attenborough” and that it highlights one of four projects
“The Copenhill Energy from Waste Facility” which, she goes on to write, is the “sister plant
to the Edmonton ERF” (Energy Recovery Facility known locally, and less euphemistically,
as the Edmonton Incinerator).

She proceeds to list the many benefits of the Copenhill EWF, and how they apply to the
proposed replacement Edmonton Incinerator. Her description ends with the film’s
conclusion that “the Copenhill facility is so clean that “you almost have fresh mountain air
on top of it”.

As elected members like us, many of whom will be facing the electorate in little more than 6
months, we wonder whether you share our profound disappointment that officers of a
publically owned company (NLHPP) should seek to use The Earthshot Prize, an
“unprecedented global search for the most innovative solutions to the greatest
environmental challenges facing our planet” , for its own propaganda?

https://earthshotprize.org/london-2021/the-earthshot-prize-winners-finalists/
https://earthshotprize.org/london-2021/the-earthshot-prize-winners-finalists/


We hope the below will help you to understand why we think that the NLWA has
ill-advisedly, and cynically, appropriated a prestigious global initiative fronted by The Duke
of Cambridge for its own ends.

We suggest four questions (Q1 – Q4) that you might like to put to your NLWA
councillor delegates about the proposed replacement Edmonton incinerator.

Sir David Attenborough is an esteemed environmentalist and globally renowned and
celebrated for his work.

But the film is not “by” Sir David Attenborough in the way that we have come to understand
after the many decades of groundbreaking films that he has made and introduced.

What he says is not quite highlighting “the vital work that these facilities are doing to
support the circular economy and improve urban air quality”.:

“Copenhill is a facility which combines a waste to energy plant with a so-called ‘man made’
mountain used for outdoor recreational activities. From the waste of Copenhagen citizens
the hybrid plan creates domestic heating and electricity for around 150,000 households per
year. Globally around 40% of the world’s waste is burnt without regulation with a detrimental
impact on air quality and our health whereas Copenhill uses an electric filter to capture ash
from the burning waste and three separate chemical filters to trap nitrous oxide, sulphur
dioxide and mercury. The last stage cleans the gas of any remaining fine particles and
what’s left is mostly water vapour”.

700 000 tonnes of waste burnt p.a. is not “contributing to the circular economy” as a paltry
30% recycling rate testifies. Neither does the incinerator “improve urban air quality”; it is not
intended to do so.

The Copenhill Energy from Waste Facility

The Copenhill facility is so clean that “you almost have fresh mountain air on top of it”…
and the chimney “releases mainly water vapour rather than pollutants”

But burning waste produces carbon dioxide.Carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas which we
are committed to cutting because it is responsible for global warming and the climate
emergency.

● Fresh mountain air does not contain the carbon dioxide produced when waste is
burnt.

● The chimney does not “release mainly water vapour”, it releases carbon dioxide: in
the light of a climate emergency a pollutant by anyone’s standards.



Q1 How much carbon dioxide is expected to be emitted per annum from the proposed
Edmonton Incinerator (before any adjustments for anticipated offsetting).

History has not judged the Copenhill facility favourably

The Edmonton Incinerator (ERF)
Similar to the Copenhagen facility, the Edmonton scheme is vastly oversized for the needs
of the local population - the Copenhagen scheme now imports over 50% of its feedstock
from the UK, a fate that awaits the Edmonton plant. In addition, both schemes are to use
the same filter tech. However, what both schemes fail to mention is the fact that these
filters, although the most up-to-date, are still unable to capture CO2 or the most damaging
ultra-fine particulate matter that is the most harmful to human health. Like the Copenhagen
incinerator, NLWA will be burning a high proportion of recyclable waste - 50% of
Edmonton's feedstock is fully recycable co-mingled plastics and compostable waste that
should not be incinerated at all (40% in Denmark).

“We’re proud that the key benefits cited in the programme also apply to the modern ERF
we’re building in Edmonton”:

● Using waste as a resource for society to create a low-carbon district heat network
for local homes

● Deploying advanced technology to capture emissions
● Building a facility within which around half the equipment is dedicated to cleaning

emissions
● Building a chimney which releases mainly water vapour rather than pollutants

If there was no incinerator, there’d be no emissions to capture and other sustainable means
of feeding district heat networks can be deployed.

Q2 In the light of the unprecedented health, societal, environmental and technological
changes since the decision to proceed was made, will you (as a member of the NLWA) seek
a pause and review of that decision?

The Earthshot Prize: Fix our Climate
Earthshot : Fix our climate “We choose to fix the world’s climate by cutting out carbon
and building a carbon-neutral economy that lets every culture, community and country
thrive”.

“We will award The Earthshot Prize to the most outstanding efforts to meet this challenge.
To the cities or countries who reach net-zero emissions; to the leaders who create millions
of new jobs in a carbon neutral economy; to the technologists who remove carbon from the
atmosphere on a global scale, whilst protecting human life and nature”.

https://zerowasteeurope.eu/2019/11/copenhagen-incineration-plant/
https://earthshotprize.org/london-2021/the-earthshot-prize-winners-finalists/climate/


To technologies that add carbon dioxide to the atmosphere we, the signatories, would
suggest an Earthfail category and nominate the Edmonton incinerator and its sister
incinerators and other fossil fuel burning power stations worldwide.

The BBC series title is The Earthshot Prize: Repairing the Planet, centred around five
‘Earthshots’ – “simple but ambitious goals for our planet which if achieved by 2030 will
improve life for us all, for generations to come. There are five episodes, one for each
“Earthshot”

1.       Protect and Restore Nature
2.       Clean our air
3.       Revive our oceans
4.       Build a waste free world
5.       Fix our climate

This year, after “an unprecedented global search for the most innovative solutions to the
greatest environmental challenges facing our planet”, finalists and winners of the Earthshot
prize were announced at an  inaugural awards ceremony at Alexandra Palace in October
2021.

No incinerators were included amongst the finalists in Earthshot 2 “Clean our Air” . Indeed,
two of the three finalists had developed alternatives to burning, recognising that burning is
fundamentally antipathetic to environmental sustainability and circular economies. The third
developed an app “Blue Map” which enables the public to check local air and water quality.

Takachar from India is the 2021 winner of this category. His technology reduces
smoke emissions by up to 98% which will help improve the air quality that currently
reduces the affected population’s life expectancy by up to 5 years. If scaled, it could
cut a billion tonnes of carbon dioxide a year.

No incinerators were included amongst the finalists in Earthshot 4  “Build a Waste Free
World” but the shortlisted projects could, and should, show the UK a thing or two about
dealing with waste.

The winners receive £1m. To replace the Edmonton incinerator will cost a thousand
times that much.

Q3 What is the projected capital cost of the incinerator to your authority and what will be
the annual interest repayments ?  How does this compare with the cost of adult social care
for instance…..what else could the money be used for?

Q4 Where will the money come from and how much have costs increased since it was first
agreed ?

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p09w80wb/episodes/player
https://earthshotprize.org/london-2021/the-earthshot-prize-winners-finalists/air/
https://earthshotprize.org/london-2021/the-earthshot-prize-winners-finalists/waste-free/
https://earthshotprize.org/london-2021/the-earthshot-prize-winners-finalists/waste-free/


Yours sincerely

Cllr Lindsay Rawlings (Enfield Town Ward) Conservative Party
Cllr Ayfer Orhan (Ponders End Ward) Community First
Cllr Dinah Barry (Winchmore Hill Ward) Community First
Cllr Charith Gunawardena (Southgate Ward) The Green Party
Cllr Anne Brown (Southgate Green) The Green Party
ex Cllr Vicki Pite (Chase ward) Labour Party
EnCaf (Enfield Climate Action Forum)


